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The Reconstruction of the Tower of Babel is an interactive evolutive sculpture by nikunja, dedicated to his art
concepts of INTERACTIVE MATTER and SPLIT AUTHORITY.
Everybody, regardless of his or her origins, believes and state of conscious, may involve into the infinite open poetry
by taking a brick off the sculpture, sharing a message, sign, image on it and reintegrate it into the sculpture. SHe
may reformulate the shape of the sculpture at any time by deconstruction and reconstructing parts of the sculpture.
The evolutive sculpture is installed into an environment of a bamboo scaffold construction which determines a
suggestive space and allows the installation of the “open studio”, where new bricks by arriving visitors may be
created spontaneously. Further the bamboo scaffold allows to build into the height and visualises the vertical energy.
It reminds of nature as basis for human culture and human reality and relates to cultural realities outside of the
European context.
Currently the Babel Sculpture consists of around 4000 bricks, created in Reunion Island, Mauritius and the
Netherlands. It has been exposed at TENT. , Contemporary Art Center, Museum Witte de With, Rotterdam 2005;
French Institute IFM, Mauritius 2011; Artothèque, Saint Denis 2013; Debarquadère, Saint Paul, 2013; Salle d’Art
Contemporain, Ville du Tampon, 2014, Reunion Island
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The Babel Project further invites anyone around the world to contribute by sending in their bricks to the
permanent host institution. Temporary exhibition initiatives may be organised at art and educational institutions
elsewhere in the world to create bricks for the sculpture and have them incorporated into the permanent
sculpture by delegation.
Thus bricks and expressions of very various forms and constellations may assemble into the “Tower”, which
rather grows in the conscious of (wo)men, than in a physical representation. The wrong idea, that the “Tower”
must gain height to touch the sky, makes place to the realisation, that the sky really starts at the surface of
the earth. Whatever has the strength to grow, whatever aspires vertically, transcends the horizon and touches
the sky.
The Babel Project is the 21st Century artistic answer to the biblical legend, transcends the ideology of unity
by uniformity and the pyramidal hierarchy, still pursued in today’s economical, political and religious
conceptions. The weaknesses of these systems of perception have developed through time, although at a
certain moment of history, they might have been necessary. Now new evolutive conceptions must replace them,
following contemporary perceptions of human reality.
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The Babel Project is the 21st Centur y
contemporary artistic answer to the biblical
legend and the constructive enlargement of the
ideology of unity by uniformity and the
pyramidal hierarchy, still pursued in today’s
economical, political and religious conceptions.
The weakness of these systems developed
through time, although at a certain moment of
history, they were necessary.

Babel
The evolutive sculpture communicates in a special way to
the Museum situation with its tasks of conservation and
building of historical cultural value. The fact that the visitor
evolves from a consumer to a creator at the beginning of
his journey through the exhibitions, may make aware, that
seeing art is not asking for a consumer attitude but needs
and asks for the existential creative awareness of the
observer.
The Museum is often seen as an elitarian place ideal and
context, what creates a position of representation of social
power. This covers up the important evolutive character of
the significance of art as such, across centuries and cultural
influences. The Babel sculpture takes position to that and
redefines the social power structure in this ideal context.

The Reconstruction of The Tower of Babel is a monument for
the strength of the CITIZEN, as the sculpture “The Citizens of
Calais” by Rodin.
It is an evolutive sculpture which will invite to direct
intervention and renewed formulation at any moment and
with each visitor. It valorises the individual as a creative
authority and the NOW and HERE
THE NOWHERE, as the existential reality of the origin of any
creation and reality.
The art installation is thus a permanent reminder for the
democratic forces, the human rights and the importance of
the protection of the intimacy of the individual.
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